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1. INTRODUCTION 
1. Let E be a local field of characteristic 0 and G be the group of 
E-rational points of a connected algebraic nilpotent group over E. We 
study in this paper extensions of complex algebraic representations of G. 
For two irreducible algebraic (see [BZ], or Definition 2.5 below) 
representations rrr and rcn, of G (we allow rrr to be equivalent to rr2) one can 
rather easily prove that Ext’(rrr , rr2) = 0 (a similar result for real nilpotent 
Lie groups was proved by F. du Cloux [Cl). This implies that 
Ext”(rc,, 7~~) = 0 for all n > 0 and for all representations rtr and 7~~ of finite 
length. However, if rcr and/or rr2 are not of finite length, non-trivial exten- 
sions can exist. As one of the simplest examples, take G to be the additive 
group of E and K to be the representation of G by translations in the space 
V= CF( G) of locally constant functions on G with compact support: 
rr(a)f(x) =f(x + a), UE G, fe V. Let V, be the invariant subspace of V 
formed by functions with zero integral over E: V0 = {f e V, JEf(x) dx = O}. 
Then V,, is an invariant subspace of V and rt is a non-trivial extension of 
the representation rcO in V, by the identity (one-dimensional) representa- 
tion. 
Our main result gives, for two representations 7c1 and rc2 of G, sufficient 
conditions for the vanishing of all groups Ext”(n,, rc2), n 2 0. The best way 
to formulate these conditions is through an analog for G of Kirillov’s orbit 
theory (see [M], [GK], [HI). 
2. Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Since the group G is nilpotent, the 
exponential mapping exp: g + G is a homeomorphism. Let Ad be the 
adjoint action of G on g. Considering g as a commutative topological 
group under addition, denote by g* the Pontryagin dual to g. For a totally 
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disconnected topological space X (such as G, g, or g*) denote by CF( G) 
the space of locally constant complex-valued functions on X with compact 
support (test functions) and by D(X) the space of distributions, i.e., linear 
functionals on CF( G). Fix a Haar measure dg on G and the corresponding 
(via exp) Haar measure dx on g. Define the Fourier transform 
9: C,“(G) + C,“(g*) by 
TfM)=f <$,x>f(expx)dx, #Eg*. 
9 
By the same letter 9 we denote also the Fourier transform between the 
corresponding distribution spaces, 8: D(G) + D(g*) (about the Fourier 
transform for locally compact groups see [W, Sects. 11, 271). 
For a nilpotent p-adic group G there exists the following analog of 
Kirillov’s orbit theory (see [M, GK, HI). Let Ad* be the coadjoint action 
of G on g*. Denote by 52 = g*/Ad* G the space of orbits for this action, 
with the induced topology. Then there exists a canonical bijection between 
0 and the set G of (equivalence classes of) irreducible algebraic (see [BZ]) 
representation of G. This bijection can be described as follows. Let 
rt E G be an irreducible algebraic representation of G. By an analog of 
[K, Theorem 7.31, 72 admits the distribution character C(K) E D(G) defined 
by 
fGfk)4g)&]. 
Denote by C’(X) its Fourier transform, c”(n) =S(c(n))~D(g*). Then there 
exists an orbit ~~~52 such that Z(R) is given by a unique Ad*-invariant 
measure supported on 0,. The correspondence 8: a + o, gives the required 
bijection between G and 0. (One can easily see that 8 does not depend on 
the choice of the Haar measure dg; in a more invariant approach c(z) 
should be considered as a functional not on functions but on measures 
on G.) 
Let 71 be an algebraic representation of G. Denote by Supp,(?r) c G the 
set of all irreducible p E G such that p is equivalent to a subquotient of rr 
(the set Supp(z) is always non-empty, see [BZ, Sect. 2]), and by 
Supp(a)=B(Supp(x)) the corresponding subset in 52. Remark that 
Supp,(lr) and Supp(x) are, in general, non-closed subsets of G and 52, 
respectively. Next, for d c Sz denote by 9?J4) the category of algebraic 
representations a of G such that Supp(x) c d. In particular, g; = &.(a) is 
the category of all algebraic representations of G. 
3. Let now d1 and dz be two disjoint closed subsets in a. Our main 
result is that the category 43,(4, u d,) is the direct sum of &(d i) and 
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9,(d,). This implies, in particular, that for any 71, EB,(A,), n2 E %!Jd,) 
all extension groups Ext”(rci, rcJ (including Ext’(n,, nz) = Hom(n,, 7~)) 
vanish. One of the main ingredients in the proof of this result is the 
construction, for any closed subset A c G, of an exact functor 
which is right adjoint to the natural inclusion 
Z(A): B&A) + 9,. 
4. Section 2 of this paper contains preliminary results about the 
structure and representations of nilpotent p-adic groups. In Section 3 we 
introduced axiomatically a class of algebras which includes function 
algebras on nilpotent p-adic groups, prove some results about categories of 
modules over these algebras, and apply these results to representations. 
2. ALGEBRAIC REPRESENTATIONS OF A NILPOTENT LIE GROUP 
1. Denote by 0 c E the ring of integers and by m c 0 the maximal ideal. 
For i>O, let mi be the ith power of m and mP’= {xEE, xy~9 for all 
y E mi}. Then 
. . . cm2cmcO=mocm-1cm-2~ ... 
is a family of open compact subgroups of the additive group of E with 
n d= (01, (J m’= E. 
Let G be a connected nilpotent algebraic group over E and G be the 
group of E-points of G. This is a totally disconnected locally compact 
nilpotent topological group. Let g be the Lie algebra of G, so that g is a 
nilpotent Lie algebra over E, exp: g + G is a homeomorphism, and the 
multiplication in G is related to the Lie bracket in g by the Campbell- 
Hausdorff formula. 
2. PROPOSITION. The group G is the union of its open compact subgroups. 
Proof: Let e,, . . . . 2, be a basis of an E-vector space g/[g, g], and 
el , . . . . e, be some representatives of ei, . . . . e,, in g. Clearly e,, . . . . e, generate 
g as a Lie algebra. For any i, let gi be the Lie O-subalgebra of g generated 
by m’e,, . . . . m’e,. Then gi is open compact in g and lJ gi = g. Denote by 
Gi c G the subgroup generated by exp gi c G. (The set exp gi itself may fail 
to be a subgroup because of denominators in the Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula.) Clearly, each Gi is an open compact subgroup of G and lJ Gj = G. 
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3. Denote by Cm(G) the space of locally constant complex-valued 
functions on G and by C,“(G) c C”(G) the subspace of functions with 
compact support. The space C,“(G) is an algebra under the convolution 
For any two open compact subgroups Kc L denote by &‘k c C,“(G) 
the subspace consisting of all functions f(g) which are two-side invariant 
under K and have the support in L: 
f&&J =fk), k,, k,EK 
SUPP(f) = L. 
Denote also HK = U L %‘i (the Hecke algebra associated to K). It is clear 
that each &‘f; is a finite-dimensional subalgebra of C,“(G), &‘i c 2$ for 
K’ c Kc L c L’, and 
C,“(G)= u sf;. 
KcL 
4. PROPOSITION. Sk is a semisimple algebra. In particular, any finite- 
dimensional XL,-module is a direct sum of simple modules. 
Proof Let p = Indf;( 1) be the representation of the compact group L 
induced by the identity representation of K. Then %‘f; is the algebra of all 
operators commuting with p. Namely, p acts in the space V(K\L) of all 
functions on L left invariant under the translations by elements of K, and 
the operator corresponding to f E 2’; is the convolution with f: 
Since p is completely reducible, &‘k is semisimple. 
5. DEFINITION. A representation (71, V) of a group G in a complex 
linear space V is said to be algebraic if for each u E V its stabilizer 
G”= (gcG:gu=u} 
is an open subgroup in G. 
Algebraic representations form an abelian category which we will denote 
99,. About general properties of algebraic representations of p-adic groups 
(not necessarily nilpotent) see [BZ]. We list here only some of these 
properties. 
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For ~~932~ and f E C;(G) denote by n(f) the operator 
(the integral makes sense because for each u E V, n(f )u is a linite sum of 
elements from V). Then f H rr(f) determines the structure of a left 
C,“(G)-module on V, and the category Ye, is equivalent to the category of 
left C,“(G)-modules V such that any u E V is stable under &c C,“(G) for 
an open compact subgroup KC G. 
6. For a representation rrn~ 9& in the space V and an open compact 
subgroup Kc G denote by V, c V the subspace of all K ( =&)-invariant 
vectors. Then V= u, VK and rc( f) V c V, for f E i&. Hence, VK is a 
XK-module, so also a #k-mod. Denote the corresponding functors by 
&K. . 9fG + XK-mod, Ed: .!4& -+ #“, -mod, respectively. Since any representa- 
tion of a compact group K is completely reductible, the functors ELK and sK 
are exact. 
7. Denote by G the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible algebraic 
representations of a nilpotent p-adic group G. As we have mentioned in the 
Introduction, to describe G we use an analog of Kirillov’s orbit theory 
which relates G to the set 52 of G-orbits in the Pontryagin dual g* to g (see 
IX, M, HI 1. 
Define the topology on G as follows. A neighborhood of (n, V) E G is 
determined by n vectors vi, . . . . u, E V, n functionals li, . . . . $,, E I/* on I’, a 
compact set B c G, and an E > 0; it consists of all (p, W) E G such that there 
exist wr, . . . . W,E W, ql, . . . . V,,E W* with the property 
l(ti9 n(g)  ui>- (Vi7 P(g) wi>l <& (1)  
for all ge B and i= 1, . . . . n. Define also the topology on D = g*/Ad* as the 
quotient topology. 
Similarly to [B], one can prove the following result. 
8. PROPOSITION. The mapping 8: 6 + Q is a homeomorphism. 
Recall that for K E %‘o by Supp(x) c G we denote the set of all irreducible 
subquotients of n. 
9. PROPOSITION. (see [BZ, Sect. 23). Any 7~ E &fo has an irreducible 
subquotient. 
Hence, the set Supp K is always non-empty. 
The next result describes the properties of the functor eK: W, + XK -mod 
applied to irreducible representations. 
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~O.#ROPOSITION (i) For any KE 6, cK(~) is either zero or a simple 
finite-XK-module. 
Jii) Any simple &-module A4 is of the form M = Ed for a unique 
IZ E G; in particular, any simple &-module is finite-dimensional. 
The proof of (i) is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.3 in [K]. To prove 
(ii), remark first that M= E~(CF(G)@~~M). Next, C; aJu;,M has at 
least one irreducible subquotient 71 with EJA) # 0, and M= ~~(71) for this 
II because M is simple. 
3. QUASI-FINITE ALGEBRAS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS 
1. A complex algebra A with unity is said to be quasi-finite if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) A is the union (or direct limit) of its subalgebras A,, 
{C}=AO~A,c . . . . U A,=A; 
each Ak is a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra. 
(ii) Any simple A-module is finite-dimensional. 
The definition implies that for any simple A-module M and for 
sufficiently large k, M remains simple when considered as an A,-module. 
2. A class of examples of quasi-finite algebras is provided by algebras %” 
for open compact subgroups K of a nilpotent p-adic group G. In fact, using 
2.2, we choose a family K = LO c L, c . . . of open compact subgroups with 
lJ Lk = G, and denote A = Z& Ak = %‘$. Then 2.4 and Proposi- 
tion 2.1O(ii) imply that A is a quasi-finite algebra. 
It would be interesting to construct other examples of quasi-finite 
algebras. 
3. Let A = Uk Ak be a quasi-finite algebra. Denote by A the set of 
(isomorphism classes of) simple A-modules. Similarly, define Ak for each k 
as the set of (isomorphism classes of) simple A,-modules. All sets & are, 
of course, finite. 
For an A-module A4 denote by Supp(M) the subset of A consisting of all 
simple A-modules N such that N is isomorphic to a subquotient of M. 
Define similarly Supp, M (‘) c Ak for an A,-module Wk) (recall that Ak is 
finite-dimensional). If, in addition, Mck) is finite-dimensional, denote by 
Mult(etk)) an integer-valued function on A, whose value Mult(Wk’)(N) 
at NE Ak equals the multiplicity of N in Mtk). 
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4. Introduce a topology on the set A as follows. For a given ME A and 
a given k > 0, the neighbourhood U(M, k) of M in A consists of all M’ E A 
such that 
Mult(MCk’)(N) 6 Mult@+)(N) (2) 
for each NE&. (Here M (k), MfCkJ denotes M, M’ considered as 
A,-modules; by 2(ii) they are finite-dimensional.) 
Note that if (2) holds for some k, it holds also for all smaller k. 
5. Theorem 6 below compares the topologies defined in 2.7 and in 3.4. 
Let G be a p-adic nilpotent group, Kc G be an open compact subgroup, 
and A = XK be the corresponding quasi-finite algebra (see 2.4). Denote by 
G,c G the subset consisting of irreducible representations rc of G such 
that ~~(71) #O. By Proposition 2.10, nose establishes a one-to-one 
correspondence between GK and A; denote it again by sK. 
6. THEOREM. Ed: 6 K + A^ is a homeomorphism (the topology on eK is the 
one induced from C.?, see 2.7, and the topology on A^ is defined in (3.4). 
Proof: It is clear that in the definition of the topology on G it suffices 
to consider instead of an arbitrary compact set B only the subgroups 
Lo, L, > .*. which enter the definition of the structure of a quasi-finite 
algebra on A = J&. The continuity of EK’ : A + G immediately follows from 
this observation. To see that sK: GK -+ A is also continuous, we take a 
neighborhood of (n, I’) E G as in 2.7, choose a compact subgroup L, = L 
with Bc L, and use the following general fact about the topology in the 
representation space of a compact group. Let (rr, V) be a representation of 
a compact group L, and we are given or, . . . . u, E V, tl, . . . . 5, E V*. Then 
there exists an E > 0 such that for any other representation (p, IV) of L with 
w, , . . . . w, E W, qr, . . . . v], E W* satisfying 
I (ti, n(8) Oi> - <Vi, P(g) wi>l Cc5 
for all i= 1, . . . . n and all go L, there exists an L-equivariant embedding 
vq w. 
7. Let A be a quasi-finite algebra. Denote by .& the category of all 
A-modules, and for a closed subset A c A, denote by &!(A) the full 
subcategory of JZ consisting of all M such that Supp(M) c A (see 3.3). 
Denote by A (k) c ak the set 




(that is, the set of simple A,-modules that appear in the decomposition of 
the restriction on Ak of at least one A4 E A). Next, for any A4 E ~2 denote 
by M, the set of all m E A4 such that 
for at least one k. 
Supp,(A,m) n dck) = fa (4) 
We want to prove that M, is an A-submodule of M. To do that, we 
introduce the following definition. 
8. DEFINITION. Let {xk} be a family of subsets X, t &, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
REj) fxk) is said to be strongly hereditary if for any k and any 
k+, we have 
SuppktRi Ak) = xk* 
REF) lxk} is said to be weakly hereditary if for any k and any 
k+l we have 
S”ppk(Ri At) n xk # 0. 
9. LEMMA. (i) For any A c 2 the family xk = Atk) (see (3)) is strongly 
hereditary. 
(ii) For any ME Jl and any m E M the family 
xk = S”ppk(Akm) 
is weakly hereditary. 
Proof. Part (i) is clear. To prove (ii), let RE Supp,, 1(&+lm). 
Consider a decomposition 
A k+lm=M’@M” (5) 
into Ak+l- submodules with M’ N R, and let m = m’+ m” be the corre- 
sponding decomposition of m. Then Ak+ Im’ = M’ N R (because R is 
simple). 
Since both M’ and M” are Ak-submodules of h4, we have A,m’ c M’ 
and AkmncMN. Hence, by (5), 
Akm’n A,m”= (0). (6) 
We claim that (6) implies the inclusion 
SuPPk(&“‘) = SUPPkbb”‘). 
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In fact, for SE Ak denote by e, E A, the corresponding central idempotent. 
Then SE Supp,(A,m’) if and only if eSm’ # 0. But 
e,m = eSm’ + e,m”, 
and by (6), eSm’ # 0 implies e,m # 0, so that SE Supp,(A,m). 
Hence, we can assume in Lemma 9(ii) that A,, Im = R is a simple 
A k+ i-module. In this case we have 
0 Z Sw-dA~m) = Supp,(RI,,) = Supp,(A,+ imlA,) 
and Lemma 9(ii) is proved. 
10. COROLLARY. M, is a submodule of M. 
Proof It is clear that if {Xk} is strongly hereditary, {X;} is weakly 
hereditary, and X, n X; = fzr for some k, then X, n X; = 0 for all larger k. 
Hence, if (4) holds for some k, it holds for all larger k. The corollary 
follows from Lemma 9 and this observation. 
11. DEFINITION. For a closed subset A c A and for ME &? denote 
M(A) = M/M,. 
12. THEOREM. MH M(A) determines an exact jiinctor C(A): J%? --f &l(A). 
Proof. It is clear that Z(A) is a functor from d to .M. If 
is an exact sequence of A-modules then the sequence 
is also exact (because each A, is semisimple). Hence Z(A) is an exact 
functor. Now we prove that M(A) E h!(A) for any ME &?. It is clear that 
W(A)), = (01. H ence, it suffices to check that if M, = (0) for some 
ME&~, then ME&(A). 
By the exactness of Z(A), we can assume that M is a simple module. 
Then MI Ak = Rk is a simple A,-module for all sufficiently large k, and the 
condition M, = (0) means that Rk E A W) for all sufficiently large k. By the 
definition of the topology on A, this implies that any neighborhood of M 
in A contains points from A. Since A is closed, ME A. 
Remark here that the functor C(A) can be thought of as a generalization 
of the Jacquet functor for general p-adic groups (see [BZ, 2.30-2.331). 
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13. COROLLARY. Let M’, M” be two objects from M(A). Then for any 
i30 
Ext;(M’, M”) = Ext&JM’, M”). 
Proof: The corollary uses only the fact that Z(A): ~‘4 -+&(A) is an 
exact functor which is identical on the full subcategory &(A) c ./l. We 
include its proof only because we could not find an appropriate reference. 
First, the statement is true for i = 0, since &(A) is a full subcategory in 
A. Next, given an element a E ExtL(M’, M”) with i> 0, we represent it 
(by Yoneda, see [McL, Chap. 3, Sect. 51) by an exact sequence 
O+M”-+M1+Mz-+ .a- -bMj-bM’-tO. 
Applying to this sequence the exact functor E(A) we get another exact 
sequence 
O~M”-*~(A)(M,)~C(A)(M,)~ ..- +Z(A)(MJ+M’+O 
and a morphism of the first exact sequence into the second one, which is 
identical on terms M’ and M”. Hence, the second sequence represents the 
same element CLE Ext>(M’, M”) (see [McL, Chap. 3, Sect. 51) and con- 
sists of elements from &(A). This immediately implies both the surjectivity 
and the injectivity of the map 
ExtL(M’, M”) + Extk,(,,(M’, ,“) 
induced by C(A). 
14. Let now A, and A, be two disjoint closed subsets of a. Denote 
A=A,vA,. The second main result of this section is the following 
theorem: 
15. THEOREM. The category d(A) is the direct sum of its subcategories 
&(A,) and &(A,). 
The proof of this theorem occupies subsections 20-26. Before going into 
it, we formulate two corollaries. 
16. COROLLARY. Let A,, A, be as above. For M, EJY(A~), M, EJI(A~) 
we have 
ExtL(M’, M”) = 0, i=O, 1, . . . . 
In fact, by Corollary 13, Ext>(M’, M”)=Ext>&V’, M”). Then we 
apply Theorem 15. 
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17. COROLLARY. Let G be a nilpotent p-adic group, A,, A, be two 
disjoint closed subsets in the orbit space 52. Then 
Ext,(rri, rc2) = 0 
for any ~c’E%Y~(A~), ~~“EJJ&JA~). 
This follows from the previous corollary by Proposition 2.8 and 
Theorem 3.6. 
The proof of Theorem 15 is based on the following proposition, which 
is of independent interest. 
18. PROPOSITION. Let A’ and A” be two disjoint closed sets in A. Then 
there exists k such that AICk’ and ArrCk’ are disjoint. 
First we show that this proposition implies Theorem 15. By Proposi- 
tion 18, for any ME .,&(A’) and any k we have Supp,(Ml,,)c A”k’; the 
same is true, of course, for A”. Let us choose now k as in Proposition 18, 
so that 
(7) 
Then obviously A’(‘) and A”(‘) are disjoint for all I > k also. Hence, for any 
ME M(A) and any 12 k we have a canonical decomposition 
into A,-submodules, with Supp,(M”“) c A’(‘), Supp,(M”“‘) c A”“‘. Since 
all these decompositions for 12 k agree, 
M r(k) = Ml(k+ 1) = . . . g M’ 3 
M Mk)=MW+l)= . . . 2 M” 9 
we have that M’ and M” are A-submodules in M and M = M’ 0 M”. 
Again by (7), Supp(M’) c A’, Supp(M”) c A”, and Theorem 15 is proved. 
19. Remark. Another way to formulate Proposition 18 is as follows. 
For any topological space X denote by Cl(X) the set of closed subsets 
Yc X. Introduce the topology on Cl(X) using the system of 
neighbourhoods A, = {all Y such that Y c U} for all open U c X. Each of 
the sets A, Ak is a topological space (with discrete topology on Ak). Define 
1, : cl(‘& + ,) + cl(&) by 
n,(Y) = {all R E ak such that b,, > 0 for at least one SE Y}. 
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Then Proposition 18 is equivalent to the statement that Cl(A) is 
homeomorphic to the inverse limit of (Cl(A,), A,). 
20. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Proposition 18. To 
any A-module M and any vector m E M we associate a sequence F, ,,, = 
{fk,,+,,,>, k=O, 1, . . . . where each fk,M,m is a function on Ak with positive 
integer values defined by 
(the multiplicity of a simple A,-module R in the A,-module ARm, see 3.3). 
To describe the properties of such sequences, define, for any 
SE&, RE&+~, 
B SR = Hom,,(S, W, 
b RS = dim B,, . 
21. DEFINITION. A sequence F= { fk} of integer-valued functions on Ak 
is said to be admissible if for any k the following three conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i)k For any SEA, we have O<f,JS)<dimS. 
(ii)k For any SE Ak we have 
f/c(S)< 1 bmfk+,(R). 
(iii)k For any R E ak + 1 we have 
The proof of Proposition 18 is based on the following criterion for the 
admissibility of a sequence (fk}. 
22. Claim. A sequence {fk} is admissible if and only if there exists an 
A-module A4 generated by one element m E M such that fk = fM,+ 
23. Remark. One can easily see that if an A-module M satisfying the 
condition fk = fM,,k is simple, then it is uniquely determined by {f,}. An 
interesting question is whether or not A4 is uniquely determined by {f,} in 
the general case. 
To prove Claim 22 we need the following lemma. 
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24. LEMMA. Suppose we are given an A,-module Mk with a generator 
mk, an Ak+ ,-module M, + 1 with a generator mk+ 1, and an embedding of 
A,-mOduk?S tlk: Mk’Mk+lIAk such that ak(mk)=mk+l. Denote 
fk= MuIt( fk = Mult(Mk + I ). (8) 
Then fk, fk+l satisfy conditions (i)k, (i)k+,, (ii)k, (iii), of Definition 21. 
Conversely, if the functions fk, fk+ 1 satisfy these conditions then there 
exist (Mkrmkh (Mk+lymk+l ), and uk as above such that (8) holds. 
Proo$ An Ak-InOdUk Mk can be generated by one vector m,EM, if 
and Only if Mk iS a quotient of the left regular module Ak Ak. Since any 
SE A, enters ,+Ak with multiplicity dim S, the existence of (Mk, mk) is 
equivalent to (i)k. The same iS true for (Mk+ 1, mk+ 1). 
Decompose now Mk and Mk+ 1 into simple components (recall that 
A/c, Ate I are semisimple) 
Mk=@S@vS, Mk+l= @ RQ W,, 
s R 
so that dim Vs = Mult(M,)(S), dim W, = Mult(M, + ,)(R). A morphism of 
A, -modules 
determines, for each S, a linear map 
YS=@YSR:Vs+@BSR@WR. 
R R 
Denote by B& the space dual to B,, and let 
6 SRI Vs8B;R-t WR 
be the linear map corresponding to ySR under the canonical isomorphism 
Hom(V,, BsRQ WR)%HOm(I/,@&, WR). 
Denote also 
One can easily see that ak : Mk + M, + I is injective if and only if 
ys is injective for each S, 
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and a,Jm,J generates Mk + 1 (over Ak + i) if and only if 
6, is surjective for each R. 
This immediately implies Lemma 24. 
25. Proof of Claim 22. The admissibility of (fk+,,,+} for an A-module 
A4 with a generator m follows from Lemma 24. 
Let now {fk} be an admissible sequence. By Lemma 24 we can 
construct, for each k, an A,-module Mk with one generator mk and an 
injection of A,-modules ak: Mk --f M,, , such that ak(mk) = mk + i. Using 
these ak, consider M = lim Mk, m = lin’~ mk E M. It is Clear that M iS an 
A-module with one generator m, and 
fk(s) = h’hlk(d!f,)(S) = h’fUlt(A,m,)(~) 
= Mult(A/cm)(S) =fM,m,k(8 
for each SEak. 
26. We can, finally, complete the proof of Proposition 18. Assume that 
its statement is wrong for some disjoint closed subsets A’, A” EA. Fix, for 
each I, simple A-modules M’(i) E A’, M”(/)E A” and a simple at-module 
R,~Supp,(M’(l))n Supp,(M”(I)). Fix a nonzero vector T[E R, and two 
embeddings of A,-modules 
i;: R, + M’(I), iy: R, + M”(I); 
denote m’(Z) = ii( m”(l) = i;(r,). 
Consider, for each 1, two admissible sequences 
F’(l) = {fM’(l),m’(l).kh F”(z) = {fW(l),m”(l),k~ 
so that for each RE&, F’(l), (R) iS the multiplicity of R in A,m’(l), and 
similarly for F”(I). 
Since m’(r) and m”(Z) generate the same simple Al-module R,, 




for all k < I. 
I;‘(r), = F”(l), (9) 
For a fixed k, the kth component fk of any admissible sequence F= {fk} 
can take only a finite number of values. In fact, by the condition (i) of 
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Definition 20, fk is a function on the finite set ak taking values in a finite 
set (0, . . . . maxR,Aik dim R}. Hence, there exists an infinite subset L, c Z+ 
and a function fi on A r such that 
F’(Z), = F”(z)1 =f1 (10) 
for all I E L, . Denote by I, the smallest number in L, . Next, there exists an 
infinite subset L, c L,\{ I, } and a function fi on A, such that, in addition 
to (lo), 
F’(Z), = F”(Z), =f* 
for all ZE Lz. Denote by 1, > 1, the smallest number in Lz, Proceeding 
further on and taking into account (9), we obtain a sequence of integers 
and a sequence of integer-valued functions fk on A, such that 
F'(Zj), = zqzj,, =fk 
for all j > k. 
The sequence {fk} is clearly admissible. Denote by I@ an A-module with 
a generator fi such that 
(the existence of such a module is guaranteed by Claim 22). Let M be a 
simple quotient of I@ (see [BZ, 2.61). Then, for any R E A,, 
for all ja k. By the definition of the topology in 2, this means that A4 is 
a limit point of the sequence {M’(Zj) E A’}. Similarly, the same M is a limit 
point of the sequence { M”(Zj) E A” >. This contradicts the assumption that 
A’ and A” are closed and disjoint. Proposition 18 is proved. 
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